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Abstract

Outcrop exposures of sedimentary rocks at the Opportunity landing site (Meridiani Planum) form a set of genetically related

strata defined here informally as the Burns formation. This formation can be subdivided into lower, middle, and upper units which,

respectively, represent eolian dune, eolian sand sheet, and mixed eolian sand sheet and interdune facies associations. Collectively,

these three units are at least 7 m thick and define a bwetting-upwardQ succession which records a progressive increase in the

influence of groundwater and, ultimately, surface water in controlling primary depositional processes.

The Burns lower unit is interpreted as a dry dune field (though grain composition indicates an evaporitic source), whose

preserved record of large-scale cross-bedded sandstones indicates either superimposed bedforms of variable size or reactivation of

lee-side slip faces by episodic (possibly seasonal) changes in wind direction. The boundary between the lower and middle units is a

significant eolian deflation surface. This surface is interpreted to record eolian erosion down to the capillary fringe of the water

table, where increased resistance to wind-induced erosion was promoted by increased sediment cohesiveness in the capillary fringe.

The overlying Burns middle unit is characterized by fine-scale planar-laminated to low-angle-stratified sandstones. These

sandstones accumulated during lateral migration of eolian impact ripples over the flat to gently undulating sand sheet surface.

In terrestrial settings, sand sheets may form an intermediate environment between dune fields and interdune or playa surfaces. The

contact between the middle and upper units of the Burns formation is interpreted as a diagenetic front, where recrystallization in the
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phreatic or capillary zones may have occurred. The upper unit of the Burns formation contains a mixture of sand sheet facies and

interdune facies. Interdune facies include wavy bedding, irregular lamination with convolute bedding and possible small tepee or

salt-ridge structures, and cm-scale festoon cross-lamination indicative of shallow subaqueous flows marked by current velocities of

a few tens of cm/s. Most likely, these currents were gravity-driven, possibly unchannelized flows resulting from the flooding of

interdune/playa surfaces. However, evidence for lacustrine sedimentation, including mudstones or in situ bottom-growth evapor-

ites, has not been observed so far at Eagle and Endurance craters.

Mineralogical and elemental data indicate that the eolian sandstones of the lower and middle units, as well as the subaqueous

and eolian deposits of the Burns upper unit, were derived from an evaporitic source. This indirectly points to a temporally

equivalent playa where lacustrine evaporites or ground-water-generated efflorescent crusts were deflated to provide a source of

sand-sized particles that were entrained to form eolian dunes and sand sheets. This process is responsible for the development of

sulfate eolianites at White Sands, New Mexico, and could have provided a prolific flux of sulfate sediment at Meridiani. Though

evidence for surface water in the Burns formation is mostly limited to the upper unit, the associated sulfate eolianites provide strong

evidence for the critical role of groundwater in controlling sediment production and stratigraphic architecture throughout the

formation.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Historical accounts of planetary evolution are mostly

written in stone. The chemical diversity of igneous

rocks and meteorites, crater impact chronologies, and

the geomorphic character of planetary and lunar sur-

faces provide a few examples of records that constrain

fundamental processes and events in planetary evolu-

tion. In addition, any process that operates at a plane-

tary surface has the potential to create a record of

sedimentary rocks. This is important because our expe-

rience on Earth shows that sediments and sedimentary

rocks preserve high-resolution proxies of present and

past tectonic, climatic, and biological processes as well

as providing the dominant archive of major events in

Earth’s evolution. Sedimentary rocks precipitated from

water are particularly important because they embed

signals of elemental and isotopic variability that relate

to geochemical and biogeochemical processes,

expressed at local to global scales.

Past observations from orbit of sedimentary rocks on

Mars [1] that may have been formed in water [2]

provide encouragement that high-resolution records of

environmental and possibly biologic processes may be

preserved. The Mars Exploration Rover Opportunity

confirms this expectation with its discovery of stratified

sedimentary rocks at Meridiani Planum, which is re-

markable for several reasons. To begin with, some of

these rocks formed in water and all of them were altered

by water [3–8]. This confirms earlier, mostly geomor-

phic evidence for the existence of liquid water on the

surface of Mars in the geologic past [9]. In turn, it helps

motivate future missions to Mars designed to search for
evidence of past life [10]. However, the discovery of

sedimentary rocks at Meridiani also is exciting because

it establishes an unprecedented access point to begin the

characterization and interpretation of the first high-res-

olution records of Martian history. Earth’s ancient sed-

imentary record can preserve signals of variability on a

time scale of 103–105 yrs–important, say, for interpret-

ing climate change–depending on the interplay of the

dynamic variables that control stratigraphic architec-

ture: tectonic subsidence rate, changes in base level,

and the flux of sediment [11,12]. These variables con-

trol the spatial partitioning of sediment volumes and the

magnitude and frequency of omission surfaces that

separate those volumes. If stratified sedimentary rocks

are viewed as the carrier signal for proxies of planetary

evolution, then these variables are what control the

fidelity of that signal.

Data returned by Opportunity allow a first pass at

evaluating this signal of Martian history. In principle,

the stratigraphic architecture of sedimentary rocks on

Mars must be similar to Earth in at least a general way

owing to the constancy of basic physical principles that

describe the behavior of fluids and solids, and the

conservation of mass and energy. The extended life of

Opportunity has resulted in a remarkable discovery:

that not only are the patterns generally similar, they

are similar in detail. This surprising coherence leads to

formulation of a predictive depositional model based on

sedimentologic analysis of primary and diagenetic fa-

cies, the stratigraphic distribution of facies in space and

time, and the construction a broader environmental

framework from which to interpret the early history

of Mars.
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2. Regional setting

The Opportunity landing site is located within the

classical low-albedo region Sinus Meridiani (Figs. 1

and 2), which straddles the Martian Prime Meridian

from 108W to 108E longitude, 138S to 78N latitude.

This region was selected as a landing site primarily

because orbital observations by the Mars Global Sur-

veyor Thermal Emission Spectrometer indicated an

anomalous concentration of hematite [13,14]. The

low-albedo surface materials are superposed on an

eroded, light-toned, layered substrate that approaches

1 km thickness in northern Sinus Meridiani, and which

overlies (unconformably?) exhumed, partly eroded cra-

tered terrain in southern Sinus Meridiani (Fig. 1). Prior

to Opportunity’s surface investigations, the layered

units beneath and north of the Opportunity landing

site had been interpreted as a possible eolian mantle

and/or volcanic plain [15–17], a paleopolar layered

deposit [18], a subaqueous sedimentary deposit [19],

and sedimentary rocks reflecting a variety of deposi-

tional environments [1,13,14,20]. The hematite enrich-

ment was attributed to enhanced precipitation from Fe-

rich fluids. However, the hematite is now known to be

associated with a lag deposit of hematitic granules [21]
Fig. 1. Location of Opportunity landing site in the Meridiani Planum region

(unconformably?) by younger, layered, sedimentary rocks. The arrows p

differences in surface morphology, which reflect underlying geologic units.

degree Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA) gridded altimetry product (b

north.
released during the physical breakdown of a sedimen-

tary bedrock containing a few percent by volume he-

matitic concretions [3,7,22].

At kilometer scales, three distinct geomorphic

expressions reflect the basic rock types within the

Meridiani region: (1) a cratered terrain, characterized

by a high abundance of 1–10 km diameter craters; (2)

nearly uncratered, light-toned layered sedimentary rock

units that have bmassiveQ and bstair-steppedQ outcrop

patterns; and (3) relatively dark, smooth or ridged-and-

grooved mantles which overprint the previous two

geomorphic types. Mapping of these geomorphic

types, in particular in northern Meridiani, suggests

broad distribution of at least four major rock-strati-

graphic units, each 200–300 m thick, exposed by ero-

sion [23]. Unconformities between these units, marked

in part by interbedded craters with diameters of up to 60

km, attest to substantial hiatuses between deposition of

stratigraphically contiguous units. Lateral continuity of

layering for distances in excess of 100 km demonstrates

the essentially horizontal attitude of these strata. The

exact relationship between these units and the light-

toned sedimentary rocks at the Opportunity landing site

(Burns formation, see below) seen hundreds of kilo-

meters to the south is difficult to determine due to the
. A dissected, cratered terrain in the southern part of image is overlain

oint to the contact which separates these two geologic units. Note

See text for further discussion. The image combines the 128 pixel per

right is higher, dark is lower) with shaded relief illuminated from the



Fig. 2. Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) compensated pitch and roll targeted observation (cPROTO) image (0.5 m/pixel) of the Opportunity landing area and rover path. This image is a sub-frame of

MOC image R16-02188. It was acquired on 26 April 2004, during Opportunity’s 91st sol, when the rover was enroute toward Endurance Crater. The rover itself can be seen in this image, and some

segments of its tracks are just visible. The lander is visible in Eagle crater. Sunlight illuminates the scene from the left, the scale bar is 100 m and north is toward the top. The inset shows the

complete rover traverse path as of sol 352, when it had circumnavigated the heat shield. Note the loop within the crater: the image of Burns Cliff shown in Fig. 4 was obtained from the easternmost

point in this loop, looking toward the southeast. Image credit: NASA/JPL/MSSS.
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masking effects of the basaltic sand and hematitic

granule veneer. However, the available data, including

underlying rock units and their relationship to local and

regional topography suggest that the Burns formation

represents a stratigraphic level which is equivalent to

the lower part of the topmost rock-stratigraphic unit in

northern Meridiani.

The local vicinity of the Opportunity landing site is

characterized by an extremely flat, uniform plain (Fig.

2). North of the landing site, NE/SW-trending fractures

(Fig. 2) and small impact craters are relatively abun-

dant, but the fractures disappear within a kilometer or

so south of the landing site, and the number of impact

craters drops dramatically. Commensurate with these

southward changes, the plains surface slopes upward

very gently and the surface is covered by a veneer of

eolian ripples and dunes that creates a small-scale ridge-

and-groove morphology. These eolian bedforms grow

in amplitude from a few cm near Endurance crater to

several tens of cm near Erebus crater, a few km south of

Endurance. In the vicinity of Erebus crater the small-

scale ridge-and-groove morphology gives way to a

larger-scale ridge-and-groove morphology. Even farther

south, this terrain merges with a higher-standing

smooth plain. These geomorphic changes, combined

with the regionally horizontal attitude of larger-scale

layered units, suggest that the plain follows a prominent

stratigraphic contact (potentially a sequence boundary

or significant facies change) and that the overlying

strata, perhaps more easily eroded, have been mostly

removed from the site. Total relief within 10 km of the

landing site varies by little more than 10 m, suggesting

that the overlying stratigraphic interval was approxi-

mately as thick as the strata which define the Burns

formation in Endurance crater.

3. Stratigraphy

3.1. Burns formation

The term bBurns formationQ is introduced to include

all of the rocks explored by Opportunity that occur in

bedrock exposures created as a result of impact-related

crater formation (Eagle, Fram, Endurance), or regional

fracturing (Anatolia). This informal name honors Roger

Burns, who predicted on the basis of Viking chemistry

that ferric sulfate minerals–including jarosite–should

occur and be stable on the surface of Mars [24]. The

name is derived from Burns Cliff, a feature in Endur-

ance crater where the Burns formation is particularly

well exposed. Though the rocks of the Burns formation

differ in their sedimentology, having been transported
and deposited in both subaqueous and eolian environ-

ments, they all fit within the same depositional model.

Similarly, the Burns formation contains jarosite at all

localities, along with other sulfate minerals including

calcium and magnesium sulfates, despite local changes

in elemental abundance [4,6,8]. Thus, the term bBurns
formationQ describes a group of rocks which likely

consists of a genetically related set of strata, with

specific textural, sedimentologic, and geochemical attri-

butes, and which can be minimally mapped across the

area of the landing site and has a thickness of at least 10

m. On the basis of MOC and TES data [25] it likely

extends much farther and is also much thicker than has

been observed so far.

3.2. Stratigraphic framework

Outcrops of the Burns formation were examined at

Eagle crater, the Anatolia fracture network, Fram crater,

and Endurance crater. The heights of exposed outcrops

are 30–50 cm at Eagle and 10–20 cm at Anatolia and

Fram. Endurance crater exposes at least 7 m of outcrop

and thus serves as the principal locality for establishing

the stratigraphy of the Burns formation. To obtain true

stratigraphic thicknesses, one must be able to correct for

deformation of strata associated with folding, faulting,

and brecciation due to impact. At Eagle, Anatolia, and

Fram the bedrock is fractured and consists of rotated

blocks. In general, systematic deformation patterns are

absent, which precludes ordering of the stratigraphy at

those locations. Exceptions to this are the El Capitan

and Big Bend areas of Eagle crater, where strata can be

traced laterally for several meters as mostly intact units

[3]. At Endurance crater, a correction was made for the

impact-generated structural dip at Burns Cliff to obtain

the true stratigraphic thickness of strata beneath the

impact breccia layer.

The exposures at the Karatepe and Burns Cliff seg-

ments of Endurance crater provide the most insight into

the stratigraphic ordering of the Burns formation. Here,

the formation is subdivisible into three units (Fig. 3).

The lower two units are minimally deformed, showing

moderate dip toward the perimeter of the crater (Figs. 4

and 5a). In contrast, much of the upper unit displays

extensive brecciation similar to that seen at Eagle and

Fram. The three units of the Burns formation are dis-

tinguished on the basis of primary sedimentary struc-

tures, secondary diagenetic textures, color, and the

morphology of the weathered surface. The lower unit

is exposed at the base of Burns Cliff and consists of

several meters of large-scale cross-bedded sandstone. In

addition, this lower unit contains hematitic concretions.



Fig. 3. Stratigraphy of Burns formation. Letters and names on the left side of the stratigraphic column show the likely stratigraphic position of key

rocks that are discussed in papers by Clark et al. [8] and McLennan et al. [7]. Three units within the Burns formation are defined based on

sedimentologic and diagenetic attributes. The lower unit is composed exclusively of large-scale cross-bedded sandstones and is separated from the

overlying middle unit by a disconformable surface (Wellington contact) interpreted as a deflation surface. The middle unit is dominated by planar-

stratified to low-angle cross-stratified sandstones interpreted as an eolian sand sheet. Rare subaqueous current-ripple cross-lamination indicate an

occasionally damp to wet environment. The contact between the middle and upper units (Whatanga contact) is a diagenetic zone of recrystallization,

interpreted to have formed in the capillary fringe of the water table. The upper unit of the Burns formation is composed of both eolian sand sheet and

subaqueous interdune facies. Considered collectively, these three units record an upward increase in the involvement of groundwater and surface

water in controlling facies and stratigraphic architecture.
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This lower unit has a truncated top and is disconform-

ably overlain by the middle unit (Figs. 5b and 6a). The

middle unit is dominated by several meters of planar-

laminated to low-angle cross-stratified sandstone that

also contain hematitic concretions. In addition, the

middle unit is characterized by a pervasive overprint

of nodular recrystallization, and secondary porosity

development. This phase of diagenesis post-dates

growth of the hematitic concretions and is expressed

by the development of a nodular texture in the rock

matrix, the precipitation of overgrowths on the hemati-

tic concretions, and the creation of secondary porosity
[7]. Bedding may be nearly massive; however, palimp-

sest fine lamination often is still visible even in parts of

the outcrop with the most intense recrystallization. The

contact between the middle and upper units is a diage-

netic boundary marked by an abrupt upward decrease in

the extent of nodular recrystallization, accompanied by

a shift from dark to light color (Figs. 5c and 6b). The

contact is placed at the top of the first of several of these

darker colored zones. Strata of the upper unit are lighter

toned than underlying units and exhibit planar lamina-

tion, low-angle stratification, small-scale cross-bedding

in sets of up to 10 cm, and rare cm-scale sets of festoon



Fig. 4. The Burns formation at Burns cliff, southeast rim of Endurance crater. (a) Complete Burns cliff outcrop. (b) Enlargement of left (East) side of Burns cliff outcrop. The three informal subdivisions (bunitsQ) of the formation are visible: lower unit, beneath bWellingtonQ contact, exposes cross-bedded sandstone; middle unit, above Wellington contact and beneath bWhatangaQ contact, exposes planar to low-angle cross-stratified sandstone; upper unit, above Whatanga contact, exposes light-toned eolian and subaqueous facies. Note scour along Wellington contact, and dark tone of rocks beneath Whatanga contact. Compare with Fig. 5a to obtain sense of scale. (c) Exposure at

Karatepe showing Whatanga contact, and its position relative to the 7 RAT holes which provide constraints on chemistry and mineralogy (see Clark et al. [8]). The images are all false color composite mosaics. (a) and (b) were generated from images acquired as part of the Opportunity sol 287 to 294 Burns Cliff mosaic, using Pancam’s 750, 530, and 430 nm filters, and spanning about 658 in azimuth by about 258 in elevation. (c) was generated using images acquired on Opportunity sol 173.

J.P. Grotzinger et al. / Earth and Planetary Science Letters 240 (2005) 11–72 pp. 17–46
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Fig. 5. Contacts between stratigraphic units of the Burns formation as obtained by the Pancam at Burns cliff, Endurance crater. (a) Burns formation

at eastern end of Burns cliff. The three informal subdivisions (lower, middle, and upper units) of the formation are visible, as described in Fig. 4

Because of its broad coverage, the scale varies significantly across area of image. This image is an approximate true-color composite mosaic

generated from images acquired on sol 278, sequence P2440, using Pancam’s 750, 530, and 430 nm filters. (b) Close-up of Wellington contact and

Burns lower unit strata. Note thick lamination of cross-bedding below contact, which contrasts with fine lamination above. Scale of cross-bedding

provided by bar in (a), and by visible concretions (small black dots) which are up to 3–5 mm in diameter. Grayscale bsuper-resolution imageQ using
Pancam’s 430 nm filter on sol 288. (c) Close-up of Burns middle unit/upper unit transition and Whatanga contact. Contact is characterized by an

upward gradation from light to dark tone in upper part of middle unit, followed by an abrupt shift to a much lighter tone which defines the contact

Grayscale bsuper-resolution imageQ using Pancam’s 430 nm filter on sol 289.
.

.

cross-lamination. The thickness of the upper unit is

indeterminate due to extensive brecciation of all but

the lowermost 10–30 cm, immediately above the con-

tact. This upper unit has been studied in the most detail

at Eagle crater where extensive observations were made

of primary bedding attributes at the Last Chance, Dells,

Slickrock, and Shoemaker’s Patio localities [3].
4. Facies and depositional processes

Each stratigraphic unit can be characterized by an

assemblage of rock types, or facies. As used here, the

term facies is used to describe a body of rock charac-

terized by a particular combination of lithology and

sedimentary structures that bestow an aspect (bfaciesQ)
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ig. 6. Enlargement of portions of Fig. 5b and c to show sedimentologic details. (a) Scour and infill along Wellington contact, highlighted by filled

hite circles. Infill is dominated by fine, planar stratification to low-angle cross-stratification, suggestive of eolian translatent strata formed by

igration of eolian impact ripples. Arrow indicates shallow scour approximately 2 cm deep and 5 cm wide developed within infill strata. If the

ader rotates the image 908 in a counterclockwise direction several other scour-and-fill features can be seen. Low-angle cross-strata have a net

astward dip. Note also the lack of fine lamination in the cross-bedding beneath the contact, suggesting an origin through grain flow or grain fall.

or scale, the mean diameter of the concretions (dark dots) is approximately 4 mm. Grayscale bsuper-resolution imageQ using Pancam’s 430 nm

lter on sol 288. (b) The gradational shift to progressively darker tones marks the upward transition to the Whatanga contact, followed by an abrupt

hift to lighter tones above the contact. The contact is highlighted by filled white circles. For scale, the upper size limit of the concretions is

pproximately 3–5 mm in diameter. Note that the density of concretions is unchanged across the contact, suggesting that the dark band records a

ubsequent diagenetic event. Compare with another view of the Whatanga contact, Fig. 11a, obtained at Karatepe East. Grayscale bsuper-resolution
ageQ using Pancam’s 430 nm filter on sol 288.
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ifferent from the bodies of rock above, below, and

terally adjacent. Each facies records a distinct set of

epositional processes.

The Burns formation has several sandstone-dominat-

d facies. Component sand grains likely were derived

rom reworked, siliciclastic-rich evaporites. Mudstones

ave not been identified, though it is possible in some

ases that recrystallization of evaporite minerals coars-

ned textures so that primary attributes are now oblit-

rated. However, even in these cases the presence of

ine lamination, discussed further below, makes it most

kely that these deposits accumulated as a result of
bedload traction transport of silt- to sand-sized particles

rather than settling of suspended fines.

In the best-preserved examples, the primary grain

size of particles is on the order of 0.3 to 0.8 mm,

dominated by medium-grained sand (Fig. 7). Coarser

particles are not present, though finer particles may

have been coarsened due to recrystallization. The grains

illustrated in Fig. 7a show a clear variation in size from

lamina to lamina suggestive of bimodal sorting, or

graded lamination. This texture is common in many

Burns outcrops and commonly results in a distinctive

bpinstripeQ lamination. Such textures are consistent with
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Fig. 7. Grain-scale textures revealed by Microscopic Imager. (a) Distinct grains form lamination (bFlatrockQ, Eagle crater), indicating that most o

the Burns formation was composed of sandstones, whose grains were derived from reworked evaporites. Grains range in size from 0.1 to 1.0 mm

are moderately well rounded, and are well sorted into discrete laminae. The excellent size sorting on the scale of individual laminae is strongly

suggestive of btranslatentQ strata, formed by sediment transport within migrating eolian impact ripples. Fabric preservation which reveals discrete

grains is rare due to cementation recrystallization; preservation is best where early cementation was minimal, permitting grains to weather in

positive relief. Compare with (b) and (d), which show the effects of increasing cementation. The image (1M131912465) was acquired by the MI on

sol 042 with the target in complete shadow. (b) Effects of early cementation and recrystallization are visible in the center left (bAlgeritaQ, Eagle
crater). Note set of 3 or 4 laminae, expressed by fused grains. The lack of expression of individual grains, as compared to (a), is interpreted to reflec

the greater extent of early cementation. At center right, the effects of recrystallization on destruction of primary fabrics are well illustrated by a halo

which envelops a hematitic concretion. Note complete loss of primary fabric and development of blocky, interlocking crystals. The image is part o

a merge of 5 images (1M130671710 to 1M130672029) that were acquired by the MI on sol 28 with the target in complete shadow. (c) Rare small

spherical grain (bMcKittrickQ, Eagle crater). Part of MI image 1M130670821, taken on sol 28 in complete shadow. (d) Nearly complete early

cementation results in loss of grain boundaries (bGuadalupeQ, Eagle crater). Relict lamination is highlighted by white lines. Compare with (b) and

(a). Part of image 1M130761568, acquired by the MI on sol 29; direct illumination from top. (e) Fresh surface produced by the Rock Abrasion Too

reveals fine lamination, including truncated laminae visible at center left (bKentuckyQ, Endurance crater). Grains are fused due to early cementation

which is concentrated along thicker laminae which alternate with more porous, finer laminae to generate a bpinstripeQ texture. Compare with Fig. 12

for other examples of pinstripe textures. Part of image 1M141058680, acquired by the MI on sol 145 in complete shadow.
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urface weathering, or because of secondary cementa-

on or recrystallization (Fig. 7b–e), the presence of

rimary silt- or sand-sized sediment particles can be

ferred due to the presence of cross bedding. In both

olian and subaqueous environments, the formation of

ross-bedding requires transport of grains as a moving

edload layer at flow velocities which would suspend

iner grains [29]. Thus, the presence of cross-bedding

an be used as proxy for the presence of silt- and sand-

ized grains.

Facies of the Burns formation include cross-bedded

andstone, planar-stratified to low-angle cross-stratified

andstone, wavy-bedded sandstone, and cross-laminat-

d sandstone. In zones of intense recrystallization, mas-

ive deposits may also occur. However, even in these

ases there generally is evidence of palimpsest layering,

dicating that the primary deposits were not massive.

.1. Cross-bedded sandstone

Cross-bedded sandstone is exposed in the Shoema-

er’s Patio locality of Eagle crater and at several places

long the deeper rim of Endurance crater. It is well

xposed at Burns Cliff, where it comprises the Burns

wer unit. Bed sets range in thickness from 5 cm up to

2.2 m. Internal stratification ranges from finely lam-

ated (Figs. 8a), suggesting accretion through migra-

on of wind ripples, to more thickly laminated,

uggesting accretion through avalanching grain flows

r through grain fall. The compound cross-bedding at

urns Cliff (Figs. 5b and 6a) shows evidence of both

rocesses. Opportunity was not able to image any

ross-bedding at Burns Cliff or other localities with

e MI, and so grain size is undetermined. At Shoe-

aker’s patio, cross-bed sets are interstratified with

lanar-laminated to low-angle cross-stratified facies.

t Burns cliff, the large-scale cross-bed set is truncated

nd disconformably overlain by planar-laminated to

w-angle cross-stratified facies.

The complex bedform geometry that is visible in the

wer unit at Burns cliff (Fig. 5b) likely results from

ither the development of small-scale superimposed

edforms migrating over larger, primary bedforms to

orm bsuperimposition surfacesQ, or simple bedforms

igrating under the influence of fluctuating airflow to

reate breactivation surfacesQ on the lee slope of an

ctive bedform [30,31]. Reactivation surfaces are a

ommon attribute of eolian cross-bedding and are

ought to result, for example, from seasonal secondary

blique winds that episodically deflate dune lee slopes

etween intervals of dune advance that were controlled

y the primary wind [32]. The distinction between
superimposition surfaces and reactivation surfaces is

subtle, but several criteria enable their assessment

[30,31,33]. Reactivation surfaces tend to be cut at

variable angles and generally are backfilled by cross-

strata concordant with the surface. In contrast, super-

imposition surfaces are cut at low angles and almost

always are backfilled with downlapping cross-strata. In

the case of the Burns lower unit, the situation is made

more problematic due to the oblique view angle of the

outcrop as seen from the closest approach by Opportu-

nity. Nevertheless, the weight of the evidence favors the

development of reactivation surfaces associated with

fluctuating wind conditions due to the variability of

truncation angles and the largely surface-concordant

geometry of backfill cross-strata.

The multimeter-scale cross-bedded sandstone facies

is best interpreted to have been formed by migration of

eolian sand dunes, for which a terrestrial analog is

shown in Fig. 9a. Other possibilities include fluvial

bar forms [34] or shallow marine, tidally generated bar

forms [35]. However, tidal heights for Mars, dominated

by solar tides, are estimated to be only 5–10% of ter-

restrial mean tides [36,37]. Thus, tidal currents on Mars

high enough to generate meter-scale sand bars seem

unlikely. Even if the resonant amplification effects due

to embayed topography are considered, the probability

still seems low because terrestrial meter-scale sand bars

are associated with the highest known tidal-current ve-

locities that develop in highly embayed topography

[35]. Thus, since terrestrial multimeter-scale sand

waves are associated with the highest tidal current ve-

locities [35], the probability appears low that the Burns

cross-bedded sandstone represents a tidal facies. The

fluvial interpretation is also considered improbable,

given associated facies—cross-beds at Shoemaker’s

patio are interstratified with planar-laminated sand-

stones, interpreted to have been formed by migration

of wind ripples, and the large-scale cross-beds at Burns

cliff are truncated and similarly overlain by planar-lam-

inated, likely wind-ripple strata (see below). The few

occurrences of this facies do not permit reconstruction

of the specific eolian dune type. However, cross-strati-

fication at Burns cliff is consistent with the presence of a

single slip face, characterized by both grain flow and

migrating ripples. This suggests the involvement of

multiple wind directions in creating the dunes [38].

As a final point, it is worth noting that although this

facies indicates transport of sand grains by wind-gen-

erated currents, the grains themselves were likely

formed from an evaporitic source (see Discussion,

and McLennan et al. [7]) and therefore water was

involved in their formation.
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Fig. 8. Examples of cross-bedding as obtained by Pancam. (a) Thin (5 cm thick) bedset of tabular–planar cross-beds in breccia block (bShoemaker’s

PatioQ, Eagle crater). Fine foreset lamination suggests accretion by migrating impact ripples across lee side of small eolian dune. Nearby breccia

blocks are composed of fine-scale planar lamination and suggest that this bed occurs within the middle unit of the Burns formation. The image is a

false-color composite generated from a subset of images acquired on Opportunity sol 50, sequence P2576, using Pancam’s 750, 530, and 430 nm

filters. (b) Laterally continuous truncation surface separates moderately dipping sets of cross-bedding within the lower unit of the Burns formation

(west of Karatepe West, Endurance crater). The image was obtained by the Navcam, sequence P1920, on sol 169. (c) Enlargement of image shown

in (b), showing details of cross-bedding. Note truncation of lower bedset and tangential downlap (to right in image) of overlying strata along

truncation surface, highlighted by filled white circles. The massive, relatively thick cross-strata suggest accretion by grain flow, consistent with the

observed downlap. The image was obtained by the Navcam, sequence P1920, on sol 169.
4.2. Planar-laminated to low-angle cross-stratified

sandstone

Planar-laminated to low-angle cross-stratified sand-

stone is the most common facies of the Burns formation

exposed in the four study areas of the Opportunity

landing site (Figs. 10 and 11). At Burns Cliff it char-

acterizes all of the Burns middle unit and much of the

Burns upper unit, as is also the case for the Burns upper

unit at Eagle crater. This facies is well-bedded, and is

characterized by ubiquitous fine lamination except in

zones of strong recrystallization (Fig. 12). For example,

the upper 20–30 cm immediately beneath the middle–

upper contact of the Burns formation is so severely

recrystallized that primary stratification has mostly

been erased (Figs. 6b and 11a).

The planar-laminated to low-angle cross-stratified

facies typically shows fine lamination that is geomet-
rically arranged in bed sets having horizontal to low-

angle cross-stratification. Cross-stratification angles

vary from 08 to 208 (Figs. 10 and 11). Other features

include gently dipping, curved or irregular surfaces

of erosion, small-scale cut-and-fill structures, convex-

upward laminations, and occasional intercalation of

high-angle eolian cross-bedding (Figs. 10 and 11).

Where discontinuities occur, laminae can show an-

gular disconformity with respect to the underlying

surface.

The fine lamination itself is very likely the expres-

sion of alternating fine and somewhat coarser layers

(Fig. 7a). The occurrence of mm-scale, parallel-sided

lamination, expressed by changes in grain size, is con-

sistent with the widespread development of translatent-

ripple lamination. Translatent-ripple lamination [39]

form as wind ripples migrate under conditions of bed

accretion and each individual lamina is generated by the
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ig. 9. Examples of ancient and modern terrestrial eolian stratification and truncation surfaces. All photographs, except (e), are courtesy of G.

ocurek. (a) Dune grain-flow cross-stratification, with thin ripple strata standing in relief, Page Sandstone (Middle Jurassic), Page, Arizona. Arrow

oints to hammer head, 18 cm in length. (b) Translatent stratification developed by migrating wind ripples, Recent, Padre Island, Texas. Pen is about

5 cm in length. (c) Translatent stratification developed by migrating wind ripples, Navajo Sandstone (Lower Jurassic), Red Rock State Park, Utah.

lso note low-angle truncation surfaces. Scale is 55 mm lens cap. (d) Wavy to crinkly bedding, typical of what forms in a wet eolian environment,

age Sandstone (Middle Jurassic), Page, Arizona. In this case, the strata have accumulated above a regionally extensive deflation surface. (e)

olocene interdune deflation surface, White Sands, NM. Active, upwind dunes are visible in the background, whereas the foreground exposes the

eflated foresets of the adjacent, downwind dune (from which the scene was photographed); wind-ripple laminae stand out in relief in contrast to

rainflow/grainfall deposits, which are recessive. The deflated strata are weakly cemented due to the high solubility of the sulfate sand at White

ands. The depth of the scour and deflation is controlled by the elevation of the water table. This surface is interpreted as an analog for the

ellington erosional surface between the Burns lower and middle units (compare with Figs. 3, 4, 5a,b and 6a). Person for scale. (f) Ancient, water-

ble-controlled deflation surface, Page Sandstone (Middle Jurassic), Page, Arizona. This surface, which extends laterally for many tens of

ilometers, is interpreted as a possible analog for the Wellington erosional surface between the Burns lower and middle units (compare with Figs. 3,

, 5a,b and 6a). If the Wellington surface were as extensive as the Page surface, then it would suggest strongly that water table variations were

gional in extent. Scale is opened geologic compass, 14 cm long.
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anslation of a single wind ripple (Fig. 9b,c). These

ipples seldom have lee-side avalanche faces, but some

rain size segregation results from coarser sand being

oncentrated close to the crestline. In this manner, the

instripe texture characteristic of this facies could be

eveloped (Fig. 12). Climbing of the ripples can be at

ngles either greater than (supercritical) or less than

subcritical) the slope of the stoss side of the ripples.

ubcritical climbing of eolian ripples imparts well-de-
fined, tabular lamination, usually a few millimeters

thick, within which cross-lamination is not seen (Figs.

9b,c and 12). In contrast, supercritical wind-ripple lam-

ination tends to produce wavy lamination and low-

angle internal cross-lamination may be observed. The

bulk of rocks seen in the Burns formation show clear

evidence of tabular, mm-scale lamination and thus sug-

gests subcritical climbing of eolian ripples as the cause

of this stratification.
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Fig. 10. Examples of planar-stratified to low-angle cross-stratified sandstone. (a) Finely laminated, climbing translatent strata (bThalesQ, rim o

Endurance crater). Arrows indicate surface across which ripples formed and then began climbing from left to right. Translatent strata character

istically lack internal cross-stratification because eolian impact ripples lack steep slip faces. The image was obtained using Pancams 430 nm filter on

sol 123. (b) Low-angle cross-stratification in breccia block (bPyrrhoQ) along rim of Endurance crater. The block is probably upside down as viewed

by Opportunity, with stratal truncation being more evident from an inverted perspective. Nevertheless, the partial convergence of laminae from lef

to right suggests accretion within a low-relief bedform. The fine lamination indicates growth of the bedform by migration of subcritically climbing

eolian impact ripples. The image was obtained using Pancam’s 430 nm filter on sol 126. (c) Continuous interval of finely laminated, planar-stratified

to low-angle cross-stratified sandstones in the middle unit of the Burns formation (bKaratepe WestQ, Endurance crater). Note the numerous low

angle truncation surfaces. Also note the somewhat thicker lamination (arrow) that shows gentle climb to the right, consistent with climbing

translatent cross-strata. The image is a grayscale composite generated from a subset of images acquired on Opportunity sol 312, sequence P2350

using Pancam’s 430 nm filters.
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The middle unit of the Burns formation is interpreted to

represent the accumulation of an ancient sand sheet

deposit, composed of sand grains derived from

reworked evaporites (see Discussion, and McLennan

et al. [7]) as in the base of the Burns lower unit.

Low-angle eolian deposits of a sand sheet represent

an important transitional facies between high-angle

dune deposits (Burns lower unit) and associated inter-

dune deposits (Burns upper unit). Occasionally, small

dunes may have formed on the sand sheet, leading to

intercalation and partial preservation of high-angle
cross-stratification within otherwise planar-laminated

facies (e.g. Shoemaker’s patio: Fig. 8a). In many

cases, such deposits signify the margins of ancien

dune fields [40,41].

4.3. Wavy- and irregular-bedded sandstone

The wavy- and irregular-bedded sandstone facies

occurs in the middle and upper units of the Burns

formation. It includes a broad variety of features

which likely record both primary sediment transpor
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ig. 11. Examples of planar-stratified to low-angle cross-stratified sandstone, cont. (a) View of Whatanga contact showing well-developed low

ngle stratification and truncation surfaces in lighter-toned, lower part of outcrop, beneath the contact (bPaikea-WharenhuiQ, Endurance crater). The
age was obtained by the front Hazcams. (b) Spectacular example of low-angle cross-stratification featuring well-developed pinstripe texture

hich has likely formed due to differential cementation of translatent strata (bTipunaQ, Endurance crater). The texture is particularly well developed

the left-dipping strata in the image center. The Tipuna outcrop represents the uppermost 30–40 cm of the Burns middle unit, and is just a few

eters east of the outcrop shown in (a). White box shows outline of image enlargement shown in Fig. 12a. The image was obtained using Pancam’s

30 nm filter on sol 307.
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nd post-depositional substrate modification. A wavy

spect may be imparted to the bedding due to shallow

cours that are backfilled with laminae that trace the

cour surface. These scours tend to be 5–10 cm wide

nd less than 1 cm deep (Fig. 13). These scour-and-fill

tructures may result from the erosive influence of one

r more of several possible effects including local

rbulence, changes in wind speed, changes in upwind

pography, and fluctuations in surface wetness or sed-
iment supply. An additional wavy appearance may be

due, in some cases, to development of supercritically

climbing wind ripples which preserve the primary rip-

ple form. Trains of ripples could then create low-am-

plitude (few mm) wave forms. However, it is not

possible to confirm this due to the lack of internal

cross-stratification.

More irregular bedding is formed by distinct pene-

contemporaneous deformation features including con-
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Fig. 12. Examples of bpinstripeQ lamination texture. Pinstripe lami-

nation is common in modern and ancient eolian sediments on Earth

and is interpreted to record textural segregation of grain size, which

leads to differential cementation within or adjacent to the finest

sediments because of higher fluid capillarity [28]. In these examples,

all pinstripe lamination appears to have been formed by migration of

eolian impact ripples. In each example, note raised relief of regularly

spaced laminae, suggesting a higher degree of lithification than

adjacent laminae. (a) Enlargement of portion of image shown in

Fig. 11b (bTipunaQ, Endurance crater). The image was obtained

using Pancam’s 430 nm filter on sol 307. (b) Well-developed pinstripe

lamination, with very even spacing of laminae (unnamed rock visible

in Fig. 5c, Endurance crater). Grayscale bsuper-resolution imageQ
using Pancam’s 430 nm filter on sol 289. (c) Close-up of lamination

detail confirming raised relief produced by surface etching of alter-

nating, differentially cemented laminae. (bWharenhuiQ, Endurance

crater). MI image 1M155707135, obtained on Sol 310 with illumina-

tion from upper right (shadow of instrument arm at upper left).
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volute bedding, massive bedding with irregular vugs,

and possible salt-ridge or small tepee structures (Fig.

13b–d). All of these features affect primary stratifica-

tion dominated by fine, planar stratified to low-angle

cross-stratified sediments of inferred eolian origin. The

presence of discrete wind-laid layers with convolute
bedding suggests that the water table may have been

close to the surface. Evaporite minerals would have

precipitated as interstitial minerals and cements, caus-

ing disruptive expansion and buckling of bedding to

form irregular bedding. The salt-ridge or small tepee

structures would have formed from concentration of

salts at the air–sand interface because of evaporation

of saline capillary water as inferred from studies of

terrestrial analogs [42]. The accumulated surface salts

cause expansion, forcing lightly cemented layers to rise

and deform. Deformation may include both ductile

(folds) and brittle (buckles) modes, depending on the

extent of early cementation (compare Fig. 13b,d with

Fig. 12c). In the Burns formation, brittle deformation

features occur within laminae that show signs of poten-

tial early lithification, including lateral thickening of

lamination and development of irregular laminae

boundaries, and the formation of irregular vugs tha

could represent dissolved evaporite minerals. These

irregular vugs differ from the more geometric vugs

associated with inferred dissolution of euhedral diage-

netic minerals [3,7], and could represent the precipita-

tion of nodules of fine-grained, poikilitic evaporites due

to capillary fluid rise, similar to what occurs in terres-

trial sabkhas [43].

The wavy- to irregular-bedded facies is consisten

with deposition in a dry to intermittently damp or we

interdune setting (Fig. 9d). The close association of

planar to low-angle cross-stratified sandstones tha

have been modified by penecontemporaneous deforma-

tion and early diagenetic processes is diagnostic for this

environmental interpretation [42,44]. In terrestrial ana-

logs this facies most commonly accumulates as an

interdune component and is often thin, forming inter-

vals a few decimeters to a meter in thickness. However

these facies may form successions up to several meters

thick, particularly above regionally extensive sequence

boundaries where accumulation is driven by regiona

rise of the groundwater table (Fig. 9d).

4.4. Cross-laminated sandstone

Within the Burns formation that has been observed

so far, the cross-laminated sandstone facies is leas

abundant. It is present within the upper part of the

middle unit but is best developed within the upper

unit (Figs. 14 and 15). The cross-laminated facies has

been observed at both Eagle and Endurance craters and

is best developed at Eagle crater owing to extensive

impact-related brecciation at Endurance crater. Never-

theless, abundant blocks of this facies are observed

within the Endurance breccia blanket (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 13. (a) Various bedding textures interpreted to record damp interdune conditions (bSlickrockQ, Eagle Crater). Textures include fine-scale

translatent lamination with pinstripe texture, irregular laminae with possible soft-sediment deformation features (upper, middle arrows), and wavy

lamination associated with shallow scours (lower arrow). Wavy lamination also occurs at the top of the rock. The image is a false-color composite

generated from a subset of images acquired on sol 045, sequence P2561, using Pancam’s 600, 530, and 430 nm filters. (b) Close-up of feature at

middle arrow in (a), showing soft-sediment fold structure. (c) Close-up of feature at upper arrow in (a), showing soft-sediment fold structure.

Possibly broken fold hinge suggests that layering had been cemented early, to generate a small tepee structure. Alternatively it may be a bsalt ridgeQ
structure (see text for discussion). (d) Convolute bedding, overlain by massive, disrupted bedding consistent with damp to wet interdune conditions

(bBig BendQ, Eagle crater.). Note coherent bedding at base, which is progressively deformed upward to form small folds, and eventually incoherent

bedding. The image was obtained using Pancam’s 430 nm filter on sol 037.
4.4.1. Description

The cross-laminated sandstone facies can be recog-

nized at a distance because of its distinct, differential

weathering to produce a bribbedQ appearance (Figs. 14a
and 15d,e), which is an order of magnitude more coarse

than the bpinstripeQ differential weathering which char-

acterizes the planar-stratified to low-angle cross-strati-
fied facies. An additional difference is the greater lateral

discontinuity of bedding in the cross-laminated facies.

Sets of cross-laminae range from 0.3 to 1.8 cm in

thickness (Figs. 14 and 15) and exhibit both tabular–

planar and festoon bedset geometries. Bedsets generally

show subcritical climb, but, a critical angle of climb

may be present in the cross-laminae preserved in the
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Fig. 14. Current-ripple cross-lamination. (a) Lower arrow points to set of probably planar cross-laminae, which suggest a small angle of climb from

left to right. Note adjacent partial sets of cross-laminae which have similar geometry. Cut is likely parallel to flow, which was from left to right

Upper arrow points to example of cm-scale festoon cross-lamination (bLast ChanceQ, Eagle crater). Small-scale festoon cross-stratification i

indicative of 3D ripple geometry, which is known to develop only in subaqueous flows on Earth (see text). Note concave-up geometry of cross

laminae, upper bedset-bounding scour surface, and overlying cross-strata which downlap scour surface from left to right. Geometry of cross-laminae

suggests that this is an oblique cut transverse to flow. The image is a false-color composite generated from a subset of images acquired on sol 017

sequence P2261, using Pancam’s 750, 530, and 430 nm filters. (b) Cm-scale festoon ripple cross-lamination in breccia block (bScoopQ) along rim o

Eagle crater. Arrow points to set which has some suggestion of climbing from right to left. Inset shows detail, with potential climbing laminae

straddling the crack in rock. Cut is obliquely transverse to flow, which would have had a small right-to-left component. The image is a false-colo

composite generated from a subset of images acquired on sol 052, sequence P2591, using Pancam’s 750, 530, and 430 nm filters. (c) Broken block

can be fit together to show complex assemblage of a several thin (few cm) sets of ripple cross-stratification, and fine, planar lamination with

intersecting low-angle truncation surfaces (bDellsQ, Eagle crater). Cross-stratification at top (arrows) shows bedform migration to the right. The

image is a false-color composite generated from a subset of images acquired on Opportunity sol 041, sequence P2544, using Pancam’s 750, 530

and 430 nm filters.
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lower part of Last Chance (Fig. 14a). Cross-laminae

form bedsets that are up to 15–20 cm thick, such as at

Last Chance. It is possible that bedsets were thicker
because erosion and brecciation prevent tracing of the

interval at Last Chance beyond the boundaries of the

rock. However, the distribution of the bribbedQ weath-
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ig. 15. Current-ripple cross-lamination, continued. The cross-lamination shown in baQ provides strong evidence for subaqueous sediment transport.

he examples shown in bb–eQ are consistent with subaqueous sediment transport, but are less conclusive than in baQ. (a) An MI mosaic of several

ages showing the upper right part of bLast ChanceQ (Eagle crater), shown in Fig. 13a, shows festoon cross-lamination at variable, concave-up

ngles. The images in the mosaic were acquired by the MI on sol 058. (b) An MI mosaic of several images reveals a single set of ripple cross

minae suggesting a component of flow from left to right (bKettlestoneQ, Endurance crater). The images in the mosaic were acquired by the MI on

ol 152. (c) An MI mosaic of several images obtained after use of the Rock Abrasion Tool reveals a rippleform with possible internal cross-

mination (see arrow) dipping to left (bMillstoneQ, Endurance crater). Note onlap of rippleform by overlying laminae. The images in the mosaic

ere acquired by the MI on sol 162. (d) Arrow points to possible climbing ripple cross-lamination in unnamed rock along rover track at Karatepe

est (Endurance crater). Angle of inferred climb is from right to left. The image was obtained using Pancam’s 430 nm filter on sol 164. (e) Possible

stoon cross-lamination in lower half of unnamed rock at Karatepe West (Endurance crater). Cut is approximately transverse to inferred flow

irection. The image was obtained using Pancam’s 430 nm filter on sol 136.
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ring pattern in the Big Bend area (see Fig. 1 of

quyres et al. [3]) indicates that a minimum stratigraph-

thickness for the cross-laminated facies could be on

e order of 30–40 cm. It is possible that stratigraphi-

ally higher deposits of this facies are present in the

ppermost part of the Burns upper unit, but the distri-

ution of outcrop does not permit this observation at the

nding site.
Ancient terrestrial cross-laminated deposits formed

of sulfates are known from the Miocene of Spain

[45]. Here, gypsum is precipitated within siliciclastic

mudstones, so the resulting composition of the grains

is a mixture of both silicate and sulfate minerals,

similar to what appears to be present in the Burns

formation of Meridiani [7]. These ancient deposits

have been subjected to aqueous diagenesis and are
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Fig. 16. (a) Computer simulation of 3D ripple bedforms that are

transverse to flow, with curved, out-of-phase crestlines. Cross-lami-

nation sets with festoon geometry are produced by bedforms that have

closed topographic depressions (scour pits) in their troughs. Migration

of the leading (erosional) side of the depression scours a trough-

shaped bounding surface, and migration of the trailing side of the

depression results in deposition of the cross-laminae. After Rubin

[46], Fig. 34. (b) Outcrop photograph of cm-scale festoon cross-

lamination in 1.4 Ga Mt. Shields Formation, Belt Supergroup, Mon-

tana. The flows responsible for cross-lamination of this type are

regarded to have formed in very broad, shallow channels (perhaps

only a few decimeters deep) near the lower reaches of regionally

extensive alluvial fans which developed across unvegetated land-

scapes of the early Earth [98].
.
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locally recrystallized, resulting in partial obliteration

of primary textures, similar to what is observed in the

Burns formation.

4.4.2. Bedform reconstruction

The ripple cross-lamination observed in the Burns

formation is consistent with two-dimensional to three-

dimensional bedforms, climbing at generally stoss-ero-

sional, lee-depositional, positive angles [46]. Two-di-

mensional bedforms are suggested by the cross-

lamination present in the lower part of Last Chance

(see lower arrow in Fig. 14a). These would have had

straight crestlines, and constant-elevation crestlines and

troughs. However, it is also possible that this is a flow-

parallel cut through a set of cross-strata that might be

festoon-shaped in the orthogonal cut, and therefore

indicative of a three-dimensional bedform. The expo-

sure is not good enough to make this distinction.

Festoon cross-lamination is present in the upper part

of Last Chance (see upper arrow in Fig. 14a) and in

Scoop (see arrow and inset box in Fig. 15), which is

diagnostic for three-dimensional bedforms. In contrast

to two-dimensional bedforms, these three-dimensional

bedforms would have had either sinuous crestlines or

sinuous troughs, either in planform or in elevation, or

both [46]. Fig. 16a shows the results of a computer

simulation of propagating bedforms which could gen-

erate cross-lamination with both festoon geometry (as

viewed normal to flow direction) and tabular–planar

geometry (as viewed parallel to flow direction). Bound-

ing surfaces scoured by three-dimensional bedforms

tend to be trough shaped, in contrast to the planar

bounding surfaces generated by two-dimensional bed-

forms [46]. A terrestrial analog for this sort of festoon

cross-lamination is shown in Fig. 16b. The rock

exposes two faces at nearly orthogonal intersection

and illustrates well the possibilities for the interpreta-

tion of the Burns formation cross-lamination.

The presence of positive climb angles in some exam-

ples indicates sediment deposition during bedform mi-

gration [47]. These conditions could be met in a flow

which undergoes a downcurrent decrease in transport

rate where the near-bed velocity decreases. In this

situation, sediment can be transported to the site of

deposition while bedform migration rates are slowing.

Such a structure is predicted to occur most commonly

in shallow fluvial flows, where deposition from suspen-

sion would be very rapid [27].

Ripple bedforms of the type observed in the Burns

formation have been well studied in laboratory and

natural systems on Earth [29,48–51], as well as theo-

retically for both Earth [46] and Mars [52]. The festoon
cross-lamination observed in the Burns formation, im-

plying highly sinuous bedform crestlines, is known to

develop only in subaqueous ripples. In contrast, eolian

impact ripples have very straight crestlines and their

migration generally does not produce festoon cross-

lamination. Indeed, the tabular–planar cross-lamination

which is produced is often not well expressed and is

inclined at angles much lower than the angle of repose

[33,39,53]. Instead, the bpinstripeQ lamination defined

by inversely graded mm-thick layers is often the diag-

nostic attribute of eolian wind-ripple migration [28,39]

On Earth, it is possible for small-scale eolian dunes to

develop more sinuous crestlines, but their lower size

limit seems to be on the order of 10 cm. Furthermore

these bedforms are not sinuous enough to produce the

cm-scale festoon cross-lamination observed in the

Burns formation. These small dunes typically have

sinuosities with wavelengths on the order of decimeters

or more [54] rather than centimeters, which would be

required to produce Burns festoon cross-lamination

However, we cannot rule out the possibility tha
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u

nder rare circumstances smaller wavelengths might

ccur; if so, we are not aware of a specific example.

Experiments on eolian sediment transport suggest

at unusually sinuous ripple-like bedforms can form

nder very particular circumstances (see Fig. 5.5 in

reeley and Iverson [55]). Unfortunately, these exper-

entally generated bedforms were not dissected to

scertain stratification geometry. Additionally, these

xperiments were done with 30-Am-size glass spheres,

hich is significantly finer than the grain size (300–

00 Am) measured for the Burns formation, and the

rain density of Burns sediment particles may have

een significantly different being composed of an ad-

ixture of silicate and sulfate minerals [7,8]. It seems

kely that the density ratio (qsediment/qfluid) of this

xperiment is very different from that of Mars, given

e very significant difference in atmospheric density.

egardless of this experimental result, observations of

ecent eolian processes on Mars appear to limit the role

f wind in accounting for the festoon cross-lamination

resent in the Burns formation. At the time of this

riting, the combined travel distance for both the Spirit

nd Opportunity rovers now exceeds 10 km, yet no

vidence has been seen for morphologies which could

roduce cm-scale festoon cross-lamination, despite

bundant evidence for eolian bedform development

56,57]. Wind ripples observed by Opportunity on

e plains and in the craters of Meridiani occur as

o types: fine grained, with low amplitudes of much

ss than one cm, or coarse-grained (N1 mm) and with

mplitudes of 1 cm or more [57]. In both cases the

rest lines are very straight and these bedforms show

o evidence of being able to form festoon cross-strat-

ication during migration. Trenching revealed a ho-

ogenous internal structure in the case of the coarse-

rained ripples. Small dunes with potential slip faces

lso were observed by Opportunity in the floor of

ndurance crater. These bedforms resemble terrestrial

tar dunes and have long arms that extend away from

e core of the dune complex, which suggest multiple

ind directions in their formation. These arms have

specially straight crests and, again, present an unsuit-

ble geometry to create the cm-scale festoon cross-

mination present in the Burns formation. Other obser-

ations of eolian bedforms on Mars at the Pathfinder or

iking sites [58,59] similarly lack evidence for

orphologies which could produce cm-scale festoon

ross-lamination.

.4.3. Hydrodynamic considerations

All aspects of flow and sediment transport by steady

niform flows of a Newtonian fluid like water in open
channels can be described by a discrete set of variables.

There are several different sets which can be defined,

but the following set is particularly useful in this con-

text: mean flow velocity U, mean flow depth d, sedi-

ment size D, fluid density q, fluid viscosity l, grain
density qs, and submerged weight per unit volume of

the sediment cV[29]:

Bed configuration ¼ f U ; d;D; q; l; qs; cVð Þ: ð1Þ

The variables in Eq. (1) can be used to describe bed

configurations, including the development of the three-

dimensional ripples inferred to have produced the fes-

toon cross-lamination in the Burns formation. Note that

the influence of the acceleration of gravity is specified

in cV, which will be discussed further below as it relates

to changes in the physical interpretation of open-chan-

nel flow on Mars as compared to Earth. By dimensional

analysis, the variables in Eq. (1) can be grouped into

dimensionless variables that characterize the flow

[29,60]. The sedimentologically most interesting set

separates d, U, and D:

Dimensionless flow velocityU8¼ U q2=lcVð Þ1=3

Dimensionless flow depth d8¼ d qcV=l2ð Þ1=3

Dimensional grain size D8¼ D qcV=l2ð Þ1=3
Density ratioqs=q

: ð2Þ

This set of dimensionless variables provides a com-

plete set of scale-modeling parameters that can take into

account a wide range of sedimentologically interesting

behaviors such as the effects of changing grain size,

current velocity, flow depth, fluid viscosity (via tem-

perature change), grain density, and the acceleration of

gravity. Although all these effects can logically vary for

different situations on Earth or Mars, or between Earth

and Mars, only the last of these effects is required to

change for flows on Mars versus Earth. Fortunately, the

change in the acceleration of gravity is known; other

variables are imprecisely known, or worse yet, un-

known. Therefore, it is important that we consider

here what can be determined and what must be as-

sumed. The good news is that in several cases the

influence of these unknowns is small.

For the purpose of this analysis, we will assume

reasonable values for the unknowns. This includes

fluid viscosity and density (assume water at 10 8C),
grain density (assume quartz), and flow depth (likely to

have been shallow). We know a priori that g is

contained in cV, and that gMc0.4gE (where gM and

gE are the values of the acceleration of gravity on Mars
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Fig. 17. (a) Dimensionless velocity–size graph for 10 8C-equivalent flow depths of 0.25–0.40 m. Upper Plane and Lower Plane refer to bed

configurations where neither ripples nor dunes exist. Antidunes occur at mean-flow Froude numbers somewhat smaller than 1.0. After Southard and

Boguchwal [60]. (b) Rescaling of dimensionless velocity and grain size for effect of reduced acceleration of gravity on Mars.
,

,

t

and on the Earth, respectively). Therefore, the actual

values of d, U, and D would be different in two

dynamically similar flows on Mars and Earth even if

the water viscosity (mostly affected by temperature)

were the same [52]. Scale factors which relate the

sense and magnitude of the effects of Mars’ different

gravitational constant are considered later.

The initiation of sediment motion and the bedforms

which develop as a result of grain–fluid interactions can

be displayed on multi-dimensional graphs which show

the stability of the various bedforms based on observa-

tional data [29,61]. The observational data–collected

during careful experiments–are then plotted so that

the various bedforms occupy contiguous stability fields,
with boundary surfaces separating the fields [61]. A

three-dimensional graph of flow depth, bed shear stress

and grain size is most commonly used to illustrate the

effects of these most important parameters. However

the effects of flow depth may be neglected if only

shallow flows are considered, which is appropriate for

the inferred interdune depositional environment of the

Burns formation upper unit. Furthermore, since the

velocity of most natural flows is the most importan

component of bed shear stress then we can accept flow

velocity as a surrogate for bed shear stress. Thus, the

simplest representation of the system is provided by a

two-dimensional graph (Fig. 17a), which relates the bed

configuration to flow velocity and grain size, normal-
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ed to 10 8C water temperature and flow depth of

.25–0.40 m [60].

This velocity–size graph provides some guidance to

e likely range of flow velocities, given a particular

ed configuration and grain size. Since we have

econstructed the bed to have consisted of three-di-

ensional ripples we need only obtain an estimate of

rain size. The lower range is difficult to obtain

ecause of diagenetic effects associated with recrys-

llization, and because the lower limit of resolution of

e MI is 30 Am/pixel, which means that the smallest

esolvable grains would have a diameter of about 0.1

m. However, as Fig. 17a illustrates, it is the upper

mit which is more important because above a certain

mit ripples do not develop. Our measurements of

rain size in the Burns formation indicate that most

ediment has a grain size finer than 0.3–0.8 mm, and

e coarsest particles observed are up to 1.0 mm. This

pper limit is close to the no-ripple boundary, but, the

iner-grained particles could have formed ripples. In-

eed, the evidence for three-dimensional ripples hav-

g actually formed in the Burns formation is not

iolated by any of these terrestrial experimental data.

ssuming a lower grain size of silt, this generates a

ange of possible flow velocities of 0.1 to 1.0 m/s for

e currents which formed the three-dimensional rip-

les of the Burns formation. If larger grains were

volved, then the maximum velocities would have

een a bit slower.

The estimates for flow velocity obtained above are

ubject to adjustment as a result of the different accel-

ration of gravity for Mars. Southard and Boguchwal

52] have considered how this difference may influence

esulting bed configurations, assuming cohesionless

uartz-density sediment. (This assumption is clearly

correct for the Burns formation, but its effect on the

ensity ratio qs/q may be small; the density of quartz is

.65 g/cm3 and the densities of the likely mixture of

ulfate evaporite minerals thought to partially compose

e Burns formation range from 1.9 to 3.2 g/cm3, so

erhaps the mean density of the Burns mineral assem-

lage in water is not significantly different from the

ensity of quartz in water.) Eq. (2) shows that each axis

f the dimensionless velocity-size graph contains g via

V, but because gM60.4gE the actual values of U and

would be different in two dynamically similar flows

n Mars and Earth if the water temperature was the

ame. To provide an idea of these effects Southard and

oguchwal [52] computed the scale factors by which

e axes of the velocity-size graph standardized for

ome temperature on Mars are multiplied relative to

e velocity-size graph standardized for the same tem-
perature on Earth. To obtained the scale factors solve

for the ratios UM/UE and DM/DE:

UM

q2

lcVM

� �1=3

¼ UE

q2

lcVE

� �1=3

;

UM

UE

¼ cVM
cVE

� �1=3

¼ gM

gE

� �1=3

¼ 0:74

DM

qcVM
l

� �1=3

¼ DE

qcVE
l

� �1=3

;

DM

DE

¼ cVE
cVM

� �1=3

¼ gE

gM

� �1=3

¼ 1:36 ð3Þ

where UE, DE, and cVE are the velocity, grain size, and

submerged weight per unit volume of the sediment in

the terrestrial flow and UM, DM, and cVM are the respec-

tive variables in the Martian flow.

The first set of equations indicate that a given tran-

sition between bedforms, say ripples to upper plane

bed, at constant grain size and flow depth, occurs at a

lower velocity on Mars as compared to Earth, by a

factor of 0.74. The second set of equations indicate

that a similar transition between bedforms, at constant

velocity and flow depth, occurs at a larger grain size on

Mars as compared to Earth, by a factor of 1.36. This

small, but non-negligible effect is shown in Fig. 17b.

The important point is that ripples should be easily

formed in shallow subaqueous flows on the surface of

Mars given the observed range of grain size. The

change in g, as well as potential changes in grain

density or even water temperatures [52], pose little

challenge to this prediction.

4.4.4. Summary of the case for sediment deposition by

flowing water

The case for flowing surface water is based on the

following observations and supporting constraints:

1) The images in Figs. 14a,b and 15a show evidence

for festoon cross-lamination. The bedform morphol-

ogy required to produce such cross-lamination is

characteristic of ripples with highly sinuous cres-

tlines, with wavelengths on the order of a few cm.

2) On Earth, these bedforms form only in water. The

possibility that such bedforms developed under nat-

ural conditions by other processes is remote. Dimen-

sional analysis shows that sediment transport and

development of bedforms on Mars is not likely to

differ substantially from Earth.
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3) In the combined travels of both Opportunity and

Spirit, along with observations from earlier landed

missions to the surface of Mars, no eolian bedforms

have been observed which could explain the festoon

cross-lamination observed in the upper part of the

Burns formation.

5. Facies associations and depositional environments

The term facies association denotes a group of

facies that are genetically related to one another and

that have similar environmental significance. The facies

of the Burns formation combine to form three distinct

facies associations, which represent sediment accumu-

lation under varying physical processes which charac-

terize a dune–interdune system. All are formed by

accumulation of sand grains derived from evaporites

with a significant siliciclastic component (see Discus-

sion, and McLennan et al. [7]). These facies associa-

tions are eolian dune, eolian sand sheet, and damp to

wet interdune. The available data do not allow us to

determine the lateral scale of these depositional ele-

ments, but it seems likely that the interdune depression

extended at least the 1 km distance from Eagle crater to

Endurance crater.

5.1. Eolian dune

The eolian dune facies association is formed exclu-

sively by the cross-bedded sandstone facies, which

forms the entire Burns formation lower unit (Fig. 3).

As described above, these large-scale cross-beds are

indicative of sediment transport within large dunes

(N2 m) that had modified slip faces resulting from

reactivation or the superimposition of smaller bed-

forms. The presence of eolian dunes on the ancient

surface of Mars is not unexpected and suggests an at

least episodically dry climate within the region. It is not

possible to constrain the lateral extent of this paleo-

dune field; however, regional considerations suggest

that it may have been widespread due to the significant

lateral continuity of the Burns formation as inferred

from TES and MOC data.

5.2. Eolian sand sheet

Sand sheet deposits are the dominant facies associa-

tion in the Burns formation middle unit (Figs. 3 and 4).

The association is composed mostly of planar-laminated

sandstone and low-angle cross-stratified sandstone, with

intercalated but relatively uncommon intervals of cross-

bedded sandstone and rare cross-laminated sandstone.
Sand sheet deposits may form a transitional facies

between dune and interdune deposits and fluvial depos-

its, and represent the accretion of wind-blown sand

under conditions that are not favorable to dune devel-

opment [41,62]. Several factors contribute to terrestria

sand sheet formation, including: (1) a high water table

(2) early cementation, (3) wetting during episodic

floods, and (4) significantly coarse-grained sedimen

[41]. All of these potential effects are plausible in the

case of the Burns formation. Rather than forming

dunes, these factors result in development of broad

low-relief undulatory surfaces which extend across a

sandy plain.

The dominant depositional process in sand shee

settings is ripple-related, including granule ripples

(very coarse-crested ripples; [53]). Even if granule-

caliber sediment has not been introduced into the sys-

tem, these deposits will tend to accumulate coarse

grains. In the Burns formation, this may be limited to

grains up to 1 mm; coarser grains have not yet been

observed. Sand sheet deposits as recognized in eolia-

nites commonly consist of nearly horizontally stratified

detritus. Such deposits are commonly sandstones tha

are finely laminated and contain only low-angle dis-

cordances, developed during the migration of low-relief

mounds of sand. Advance of these morphologic ele-

ments, which commonly dip downwind, never occurs

by slip-face processes such as grain flow, but rather by

saltation and accretion of wind-ripple translatent strata

[41,62]. Uncommonly, small dunes with active slip

faces may form in sand sheets, and rare flood events

may cause fluvial reworking of eolian sediments. It is

likely that the middle unit of the Burns formation

records both of these uncommon events, through the

preservation of cross-bedding (Fig. 8a) and ripple cross-

lamination (Fig. 15b,c).

5.3. Interdune

The physical facies attributes and stratigraphic ar-

chitecture of the Burns formation upper unit compare

well with eolian interdune systems on Earth. In these

well-studied terrestrial analogs, the relationship be-

tween geomorphic components (dune, sand sheet, inter-

dune) is strongly controlled by oscillations of the water

table and changes in sediment flux [42,63]. Geomor-

phically, an interdune depression is a surface commonly

enclosed or at least partially bounded by dunes or other

eolian deposits such as sand sheets [42]. Interdune

depressions may be as small as the trough between

individual dunes or as large as playa lakes ranging up

to several kilometers or tens of kilometers in diameter
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n addition, we note that the facies assemblages in the

urns middle and upper units might also be consistent

ith accumulation above a regionally extensive se-

uence boundary that truncates an entire dune–inter-

une system (cf. [63–65].

The sedimentology of interdune facies associations

complex and strongly dependent on climate and

levation of water table [44]. These factors influence

e sedimentology of interdune deposits, and also help

etermine if the interdune is deflationary or deposition-

l. Where depositional, interdune facies associations are

lassified as bdryQ, bdampQ, bwetQ, or bevaporiticQ
epending on the relative abundance of sedimentologic

dicators of liquid–water-induced processes and to

hat extent minerals are precipitated if the water eva-

orates [42,44,66]. There is no sharp distinction be-

een these associations due to the highly ephemeral

volvement of water as it moves up and down across

e sediment–water interface and through the shallow

ubsurface. Interdune facies are characterized by sedi-

entary structures ranging from subaqueous current

nd wave ripples, wavy laminae (wet depositional in-

rface), adhesion structures, desiccation cracks, and

ind-ripple stratification (damp to dry depositional

terface) [42,44,67]. In the case of wet interdune

eposits, the water table is shallow and the depositional

urface is within the capillary fringe of the water table.

et interdune environments developed in semiarid to

rid climates will also tend to accumulate evaporite

alts. In this case, the interdune will form a playa; the

rger the interdune, the larger the playa. The Whatanga

ontact, which separates the middle and upper Burns

nits, is interpreted as a diagenetic front associated with

stagnant water table. A zone 30–40 cm thick beneath

e Whatanga contact shows significant evidence for

ecrystallization (Figs. 5c and 6b) of finely laminated

andstones beneath the contact itself but without an

ssociated change in primary facies.

The occurrence of subaqueous current ripple cross-

mination and wavy to irregular-bedding in the upper

nit of the Burns formation is consistent with sediment

ccumulation in a damp to wet, evaporitic interdune

nvironment. The occurrence of convolute bedding,

long with possible bsalt-ridgeQ or small tepee struc-

res supports this interpretation [42,68]. These pene-

ontemporaneous deformation features are developed

situations where the water table is close enough to

e surface so that the capillary fringe influences both

ediment cohesion and the precipitation of minerals and

olume changes related to thermal and early diagenetic

ffects. The formation of current-ripple cross-stratifica-

on requires intermittent surface flow of water charac-
terized by unidirectional currents associated with

flooding of interdune depressions.

6. Discussion

6.1. Significance of stratigraphic bounding surfaces

The problem of how bedding and bedding planes

originate is a fundamental challenge for stratigraphers.

Quantitative analysis of terrestrial sedimentary strata

shows that partitioning of rock volumes between strati-

graphic surfaces is strongly dependent on the interac-

tion of base-level change, sediment flux, and the time

scale over which sediment accumulation is considered

[12,69–71]. This point is supported by a century of field

investigations [72–76] which show that in constraining

the dynamics of sediment accumulation a proper un-

derstanding of stratigraphic omission surfaces is as

important as understanding rock volumes and facies.

In the context of inter-regional eolian systems, base

level is strongly influenced by the water table, which

controls how much sediment enters the rock record and

how disconformities are distributed [63,66,77,78].

The contact (bWellingtonQ) which separates the

lower and middle units of the Burns formation may

provide significant insight into the past role of ground-

water in controlling the stratigraphy of the Burns for-

mation (compare Figs. 4, 5a,b, 6a with Fig. 9e,f).

Irregular, scoured surfaces of this type are the distinc-

tive signature of wind erosion of moist or lightly

cemented, cross-bedded eolian sand [79]. By analogy

with terrestrial eolian systems, this erosional contact

can be interpreted as an interdune deflation surface,

created by a rise in the water table to partially preserve

eolian dune strata [77,78]. Local shallowing of the

water table to the depositional surface or within its

capillary fringe would have increased moisture–and

therefore the erosional threshold–to the point where

the interdune surface became increasingly protected

from erosion (Fig. 9e,f). A water table forms a down-

ward limit of scour through the cohesion of damp or

wet sand, and through early cementation by evaporite

minerals precipitated in the sediments as water evapo-

rates near the air–sand interface [80]. On Earth, these

surfaces develop in association with changes in the

water table in excess of 102 yrs and can be basin-

wide–representing deflation requiring removal of entire

sand seas, or local–requiring only local reorganization

of the dune field [63,78].

A more regional interpretation for the Wellington

erosional surface also is possible. Lateral mapping of

erosion surfaces in terrestrial eolian systems shows that
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truncation can be related to regional–in this case at the

scale of the Meridiani sediment basin itself–oscillations

in the water table [63–65]. In this hierarchal approach

to surface classification, these bsupersurfacesQ would

truncate strata related to lateral migration (and climb)

of a dune–interdune system. Thus, true interdune sur-

faces are more limited in scale, with supersurfaces

acting to partition the rock volumes at a regional

scale. However, our data do not permit us to distinguish

between interdune surfaces and supersurfaces because

of the limited lateral extent that we can trace the

Wellington contact. Regardless of which interpretation

is correct–true interdune deflation surface versus

regionally extensive truncation surface–each is consis-

tent with an increase in sediment moisture content

above the Wellington contact.

The presence of eolian rather than fluvial deposits

immediately above the Wellington contact suggests that

the erosional surface here became damp but was not

flooded. In cases where rapid flooding of dunefields has

been documented on Earth [81–83] substantial preser-

vation of fragile dune topography occurs rather than

abrupt truncation. In addition, significant slumping of

dune foreset strata is observed. Although the exposed

length of the Wellington contact is just a few meters,

neither of these features is observed, suggesting that the

truncated crossbeds of the Burns lower unit were damp

or partially cemented prior to truncation. Consequently,

a model involving slow rise of the water table through

an active dune field, followed by eolian deflation, is

invoked as the truncation mechanism.

This is important for interpreting the processes by

which liquid water was made available on the early

surface of Mars. Though there is ample evidence for

rapid venting of water to form incised topography [9]

and even meandering river deposits [2], the Wellington

contact provides clear evidence for ordinary oscillation

of the groundwater table, which may not have become

fully emergent at this location until the accumulation of

the Burns upper unit. However, surface water supplied

by rapid venting could have infiltrated highlands adja-

cent to the Meridiani basin to recharge the basin

groundwater system, which then might have relaxed

over longer time scales. The important conclusion is

that the stratigraphic architecture of the Burns forma-

tion is more consistent with slow discharge of ground-

water than it is with vigorous overland flow.

6.2. Significance of sulfate eolianites

Geochemical and mineralogic data show that the

Burns formation studied so far is composed entirely
of bdirtyQ evaporites [3–6,8] formed of a mixture of fine

clay or silicate minerals embedded in bsandQ grains of
sulfate and possibly chloride salts. Sedimentologic and

stratigraphic analysis of the same rocks, however, indi-

cates that only a small percentage of rocks were formed

by transport of grains in water. The rest are interpreted

here to have formed by transport of evaporite grains in

wind to form a variety of eolian facies. However

because these grains are made of evaporites this

requires an evaporite source area, and therefore water

to have been temporally equivalent to (or older than)

these eolian deposits.

Confirmation of the evaporitic composition of Burns

eolian facies is provided by mini-TES data from the

large-scale cross-bedding of the Burns formation lower

unit, exposed at the eastern end of Burns cliff. These

data suggest no significant difference in composition

between the large-scale cross-bedded facies (Fig. 18

bLower WellingtonQ) and the overlying planar-laminat-

ed to low-angle cross-stratified facies (Fig. 18, bUpper
WellingtonQ). In addition, there is no significant differ-

ence as compared to Burns outcrops thought to have

been deposited in water (Fig. 18, compare bWellingtonQ
measurements with bLast ChanceQ measurements)

These observations constrain the composition of the

eolian sediment particles that built these ancient dunes

to be composed of a significant fraction of evaporite

nearly identical to that of stratigraphically superjacen

facies.

Mineralogic and geochemical observations of the

Burns middle unit [8] show that eolian sand sheet facies

also are significantly evaporitic. The mini-TES data

shown in Fig. 18 (bUpper WellingtonQ observation)

indicate that sand sheet deposits at the base of the

Burns middle unit have a significant sulfate component

In addition, APXS and Mossbauer data [8] indicate tha

finely laminated sand sheet facies of the upper part (e.g

bMillstoneQ, bManitobaQ) of the Burns middle unit also

are composed of a significant fraction of sulfate miner-

als. Though these sediments formed sheets instead of

dunes, we still interpret their source to have been a

nearby playa undergoing deflation to provide a flux of

evaporite grains to a downwind site of deposition

The significance of these observations is to indicate

that liquid water was involved in the production of

eolian sand particles. This requires an evaporite basin

(interdune depression or playa lake) to have been spa-

tially adjacent and therefore temporally equivalent to

the dune field and sand sheet represented by the Burns

formation lower and middle units. This evaporite basin

would have been reworked by the wind to supply a flux

of grains that were then blown into duneforms. A
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ig. 18. Comparison of mini-TES spectra for the various units in the Burns formation. Data are shown for the cross-bedded lower unit (bLower
ellingtonQ), the planar-laminated to low-angle cross-stratified middle unit (bUpper WellingtonQ) in Endurance crater, and the cross-laminated upper

nit in Eagle crater (bLast ChanceQ). Endurance crater observations are plotted in green and black and Eagle crater observations are plotted in blue

nd red. Note that while the spectral signature at low wavenumbers is nearly the same there are strong differences, especially at wavenumbers above

000, that suggest compositional variations or changes in the amount of loose sand accumulation across the contact. However, these differences to

o not indicate the presence of substantially different mineral contributions. Sulfates are clearly indicated by the strong absorption near 1150 cm�1,

nd any basaltic contribution would be mostly due to the presence of wind-blown basaltic sand on the surface of the outcrop [4]. The spectra from

urns Cliff (Upper and Lower Wellington) have the highest surface temperatures and strongest bands and likely best represent some of the best

pectral signatures of outcrop rocks. For comparison, thin lines show the spectra of average dust signature from the Spirit site and the global dark

gion from TES in orbit. The spectrum at Last Chance is not as good as shown by its somewhat lower temperature and weaker band depth.

urthermore, the signature of hematite is clearly seen in a peak near 500 cm�1, which indicates that this observation included some surrounding

ose concretions and other components of the soil. Spectra of El Capitan are compromised by even lower surface temperatures and higher dust

ading in the atmosphere earlier in the mission. This affects the spectral signature by weakening the overall spectral contrast by filling in the

bsorption features with downwelling sky radiance. This is apparent by the reduced band depth in the silicate absorption at 1000 cm�1 and that the

tmospheric CO2 absorption appears weakly in emission. Surface temperatures derived from the observation are noted on the figure. Nearly all the

pectra of outcrop rocks in Eagle crater show effects of these kinds. Either the CO2 band shows in emission rather than absorption (sky contributions

nd lower surface temperatures) that there are strong hematite features (inclusion of surrounding soils), or in many observations of flat lying rocks

e spectra are indistinguishable from that of the average spectral character of dust. Sol number and sequence ID are noted along with the average

mperature of the stare. Error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean of 200 or 300 individual scans.
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odern terrestrial example of this process is provided

y the White Sands playa–dune system of New Mexico

84] and in the Prungle Lakes of southeastern Australia

85], in which sulfate minerals precipitated in a large

laya lake during climatic wet periods are reworked

uring deflation associated with climatically dry peri-

ds to form sand dunes made almost entirely of sulfate

rains. Groundwater-controlled deflation of playas

rives the growth of efflorescent salts within the sedi-

ent matrix at the capillary fringe of the saline water-
table [86]. If terrigenous sediments are also deposited,

then these components also will be included, probably

through poikiolitic mineral precipitation, during growth

of the crusts. Deflation then drives production of sand-

sized aggregates of terrigenous and evaporite minerals

[87]. A sustained flux of these aggregate sand grains

could be enabled if the rate of deflation balanced crust

production for a constant elevation water table, or if the

rate of deflation matched the rate of water table lower-

ing [85,87]. Grain production would be optimized if the
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capillary fringe was maintained at the sediment–air

interface, regardless of the absolute motion of the

water table. The production of sulfate-rich sediment

particles is characteristic of the arid portions of terres-

trial climatic cycles.

6.3. Terrestrial analogs

The essential attributes of the Burns formation

which must be explained by any depositional model

are: its great lateral extent, for possibly hundreds of

kilometers; its dune–interdune facies motif which

shows a bwetting upwardQ trend; and its unusual min-

eralogy of low-pH sulfate evaporite minerals. On Earth,

there is no single analog which can account for this

unique set of characteristics. Instead, a hybrid model

must be constructed which assimilates specific impor-

tant characteristics. Some smaller systems come close.

For example, playa lakes with pH 2–4 occur in Western

Australia, which are apparently precipitating jarosite

and alunite, and possibly hematite [88]. However,

these lakes are small (b1 km), lack adjacent dune fields,

and are not prolific in acid–water mineral production.

With regard to acid–water mineral precipitation the Rio

Tinto system discussed by Fernandez-Remolar et al.

[89] provides a better analog. Here, groundwater oxi-

dation of pyritic ore bodies in the source area of the Rı́o

Tinto generates headwaters enriched in sulfuric acid

and ferric iron. Evaporation of river water and ground-

water drives precipitation of jarosite, schwertmannite,

coquimbite, gypsum, and other sulfate minerals [89].

However, the Rio Tinto hydrothermal system does not

replicate the dune–interdune/playa setting of the Burns

formation and so other, more appropriate physical ana-

logs must be sought.

The Lake Eyre basin, Australia, provides a suitable

scale model for the size of the Burns formation depo-

sitional system. The preserved aerial extent of the Mer-

idiani hematite deposit–assumed here to provide a

constraint on the areal extent of the concretion-bearing

Burns formation–is on the order of ~1.5�105 km2 [25].

This is exceeded by the drainage area for the Lake Eyre

basin, which is ~1.14�106 km2, but is greater than the

area of the active (bLake EyreQ) playa, which has an

area of just ~1.0�104 km2; this expanded to ~3.5�104

km2 during the last pluvial period at 125 ka [90,91].

Previously the Lake Eyre basin has been suggested as

an analog for parts of the present surface of Mars

because of its substantial system size, its arid climate

setting, and the presence of fluvial catchments that have

morphologic similarity to the incised channel networks

on Mars [92]. We support this interpretation and add to
it by noting that Lake Eyre itself provides an attractive

analog for the ancient Meridiani surface because of its

enormous playa surface which lies adjacent to a signi-

ficant dune field, supplied with sediment from deflation

of the playa surface. Furthermore, during times of

expansion associated with flooding, the lake creates

narrow waterways that lace through the interdune net-

work, and these infiltration events may provide good

analogs for the overland flow of water indicated by the

Burns formation upper unit. These several points of

comparison make it a strong analog for the Burns

formation. However, the playa deposits were precipi-

tated from normal pH waters, and the playa does no

produce significant volumes of evaporite minerals dur-

ing deflation of the playa surface. Most playa-derived

sediments in the adjacent dune field are composed of

terrigenous minerals [90].

The White Sands playa–dune system of New Mexico

provides an excellent example for understanding how

significant production of sulfate eolianites can occur

The source playa provides enough sediment to form a

continuous cover of almost pure sulfate sand dunes

[93,94]. Sulfate grains are supplied by two processes

In the first case, during wet periods, the playa may fil

with water, which subsequently evaporates to form

layers of sulfate sediment, including gypsum crystals

which disintegrate to form sand-sized grains. In the

second case, during dryer periods, the lake may be dry

but the groundwater table may stay close enough to the

surface so that the capillary fringe wicks salty water to

the surface where it dries and precipitates its salts as an

efflorescent crust. As the crust alternately wets and

dries, it accretes and then breaks down to form sand

and silt-sized grains which consist of mineral aggre-

gates. Grains derived from either process are then

blown off the playa surface to accumulate as a broad

areally extensive network of dunes and sand sheets (Fig

9e). The transition from playa to dune field is marked by

a zone of dome dunes that give way to transverse and

barchan forms in the downwind direction [93,94]. Be-

cause the sand is almost entirely of evaporitic, loca

origin it is texturally immature despite its high suscep-

tibility to mechanical erosion during transport. Sand

grains are angular to subrounded and relatively coarse

grained. The most source-proximal sands are medium to

coarse grained, tapering off to fine to medium grain size

for the most distal dunes. Thus, the relative coarse grain

size of the Burns formation (Fig. 7a) can be interpreted

in light of this distribution to result from the influence of

a very local source.

White Sands also provides an important analog for

the diagenetic history of the Burns formation, discussed
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Fig. 19. Depositional model for Burns formation. This model allows

for the possibility of regional variations in the groundwater table, on

the order of many tens of kilometers. The lower unit of the Burns

formation accumulates through the migration of sulfate-rich sand

dunes to form large scale cross-bedding. A rise in the water table or

a decrease in the flux of wind-blown sand results in the preservation

of only part of the dune field, due to limited infiltration by the water

table. A deflation surface forms as sediment is removed down to the

level of the capillary fringe of the water table. Renewed sand depo-

sition above the capillary fringe results in the development of a sand

sheet, but not dune development. Continued rise of the water table

results in it breaching the surface to form damp to wet interdune

deposits. If the water table is sustained above the depositional surface

then lacustrine deposits may accumulate, which so far have not been

observed in the Burns formation. In any event, a subsequent drop in

the water table or increase in the flux of wind blown sand predicts

development of a younger phase of dune development. Repeated

cycles of relative water table rise and fall predict development of

stacked dune–interdune facies, which can be tested if thicker sections

of strata are discovered, possibly at Victoria crater.
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urther by McLennan et al. [7]. The high solubility of

ese sands results in more extensive early diagenesis

an is found in texturally similar but compositionally

ifferent quartz-dominated sand dunes at [79,80,93]. At

hite Sands, diagenesis of the eolian and interdune

ulfate sands is largely controlled by the relationship

etween sand location and the water table [80]. Active

and dunes are in the vadose zone, whereas the inter-

une sands are in the capillary-fringe and phreatic

ones. Infiltration of undersaturated water results in

rytallographically controlled dissolution of sulfate

rains. In contrast, percolation of evaporatively concen-

ated groundwater through the capillary-fringe and

hreatic zones results in extensive early cementation,

orming grain overgrowths and rim cements, in addition

occlusion of entire pore networks.

.4. Stratigraphic model

On Earth, hydrologically closed basins are very

ensitive to fluctuations in climate, which controls

e composition of sediments deposited in those basins

95] and their stratigraphic architecture [32,38,63].

hanges in climate lead to variability in surface runoff

nd fluctuations in water-table elevation. Surface run-

ff directly affects sedimentation patterns, whereas

hanges in the elevation of the groundwater table

erve mostly to affect the preservation of eolian strata.

he exceptions to this are when the capillary zone

eaches the surface to induce the formation of crusts,

r when the water table rises fully above the surface to

orm a lake. The stratigraphic architecture of the Burns

ormation preserves a rich record of interactions be-

een eolian and fluvial (possibly lacustrine) process-

s, which controlled transport and deposition, and

ater-table fluctuations, which controlled preservation

f strata and diagenesis.

It is possible that the Burns upper unit records a

looding event that was decoupled from variations in

e water table. Indeed, there is much evidence on the

urface of Mars to suggest episodes of catastrophic

elease of water [9,96]. Accordingly, similar events

ay have flooded the plains of Meridiani to create

terdune/playa sedimentation. However, this interpre-

tion is not favored due to the lack of evidence for

apid flooding, including the lack of significant erosion

t the base of subaqueous deposits, the lack of evidence

or high-velocity flows in those deposits, and the lack

f evidence for slumping in underlying eolian deposits.

hese responses to rapid flooding of terrestrial dune

ields have been well documented [81–83,97] and are

ot observed in the Burns formation.
Therefore, the Burns formation is interpreted to

record wetting of the Martian surface, very likely relat-

ed to a relative rise in the water table. Fig. 19 shows one

possible scenario involving gradual rise and fall of the

groundwater table. This interpretation is based on the

stratigraphic succession of facies relative to the position

of the Wellington deflation surface, which echoes the
,
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classic patterns preserved in terrestrial eolian sequences

that record water-table rise [63,66,78]. As discussed

above, the Burns upper unit records damp to wet inter-

dune conditions, and preservation of wet interdune

facies in the rock record requires that sediments accu-

mulate as the water table rises and as dunes migrate

downwind. The rise can be absolute, perhaps associated

with climate change, or relative, due to subsidence of

the sediment column through a fixed water table [63].

Other scenarios to explain Burns stratigraphy also

are possible, but necessarily involve additional com-

plexity. For example, the Burns might record multiple

events of water table oscillation, perhaps superimposed

on a longer-term trend toward increasing wetness at the

surface. Such additional complexity might be indicated

by the dark bands at and above the Whatanga contact,

which could represent superimposed episodes of stag-

nation between events of water table rise and fall. Such

a scenario might be supported by the sequence of

diagenetic events recorded in the Burns formation [7],

which too could be interpreted to record multiple epi-

sodes of groundwater oscillation.

6.5. Closing comments

The involvement of liquid water in the origin and

diagenesis of the Burns formation is demonstrated by

several processes. Liquid water was critically important

in forming sediment particles, even in entirely eolian

facies; it was locally important in transporting these par-

ticles in shallow, overland flows; it was most likely re-

sponsible for regulating the stratigraphic architecture of

the Burns formation itself; and it was critically important

in stimulating several temporally independent diagenetic

reactions. The foregoing discussion makes clear the es-

sential role of terrestrial analogs in helping to interpret

these past processes on Mars, in much the same way that

understanding modern terrestrial processes has helped to

provide insight into the ancient history of Earth. The

lessons learned from studies of the early Earth underscore

one important point, however, that analogs are meant to

light the way but are not lamp posts to be leaned on. In

avoiding the literal application of uniformitarianism, we

have learned to recognize unique processes and environ-

ments that characterized the early Earth. In the same sense,

we must accept that Earth may not provide suitable ana-

logs for possibly unique Martian processes. Nevertheless,

the sedimentology and stratigraphy of the Burns forma-

tion are so similar to terrestrial rocks, inmany aspects, that

the role of unique or even substantially different processes

in the development of these particularMartian rocks is not

required.
The terrestrial processes outlined above form a nul

hypothesis for the origin of the Burns formation which

can be tested with further study. The first significant tes

of this hypothesis may occur at Victoria crater (~1 km

diameter), about 5 km south of Endurance crater (b200

m diameter). MOLA and MOC data indicate that up to

several tens of meters of stratigraphic thickness are

exposed in the walls of Victoria crater. If so, then this

will provide an excellent opportunity to further interro-

gate the model presented here for accumulation of the

Burns formation, through the search for attributes

which do not fit the predictions of terrestrial dune–

interdune successions.
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